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Message
from the Dean

Welcome to the inaugural Faculty of Applied Health Sciences Celebration of Outstanding Achievements reception!

It is always a very special occasion to celebrate the students who make the Dean’s Honours Lists, and this year we are delighted to extend the celebration and recognize many other noteworthy students within our faculty. The opportunity for us to showcase those undergraduate students within our faculty who have received prestigious awards or recognition throughout the past academic year is very special.

Our graduate students continue to make us proud as they are dedicated to advancing research while excelling in their fields. In this regard, receiving significant financial support for their research from major granting councils across the country as well as other important recognition of their accomplishments are very important achievements.
This year we are also celebrating the 2016/17 accomplishments of our innovative and inspiring faculty. Leaders in their fields, the Faculty of Applied Health Sciences is comprised of world renowned professors and researchers who are dedicated to lifelong learning and pushing the limits of research.

We are proud of their accomplishments and acknowledge that their commitment to academic excellence is truly inspiring. There is so much to celebrate, and we are pleased to take the time to recognize the great support and success within our faculty and Brock University.

On behalf of the Faculty of Applied Health Sciences, I thank everyone for joining us today as we recognize and celebrate the many successes of our students and faculty members.

Peter Tiidus, Ph.D.
Dean, Faculty of Applied Health Sciences
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Unstoppable Tracy has climbed mountains in Nepal, captained 110-foot-tall ship in the Eastern Atlantic, won a bronze medal in para-alpine skiing trial and she’s funny too.

Oh, did I mention she was born a 4-way amputee?

Unstoppable Tracy is an award-winning Leader, Humanitarian, Advocate, Decorated Athlete, International Speaker delivering the Lim[b]itless Secret.

Tracy doesn’t just talk high performance in business…she lives it.
Let Unstoppable Tracy transform an Unstoppable YOU in business and in life!

Unstoppable Tracy Schmitt (RECL ’95) is a Brock Alumna who has shared the stage with Jane Fonda, Al Pacino, Mel Gibson, Mark Whalberg and more!

She is the winner of the 2017 Robert W. Jackson Award, 2017 Ontario Premier Awards Nominee and 2018 Women of Essence Global Award Nominee.

Now she adds author to her long list of amazing accomplishments. Cup of Chicken Soup for the Soul has endorsed her book *Unstoppable YOU; Exceed Uncertainty, Embrace Possibilities, Earn Independence.*

Her mantra, If I Can Do It You Can Do It! What's Your Excuse?

unstoppabletracy.com
For as long as I can remember, I’ve been curious about how my body reacts to different environmental stressors. This curiosity likely came from growing up in Collingwood, Ontario, where I spent my winters skiing and snowboarding, and summers cycling on the endless hilly roads and trails.

I quickly saw the enormous impact that the environment could have on my body, and how well I performed on any given day.

I found myself constantly asking “Why couldn’t I make it this time?” or “How did I end up on the side of the road?”, after passing out one time while cycling.
This led me to the field of Environmental and Exercise Physiology, where I have been able to explore the impact various types of environmental stress have on the body.

It is these questions, and curiosity which fuels my passion for research.

Throughout my Masters and Doctoral studies, I have been very fortunate to receive funding through Brock University, an Ontario Graduate Scholarship, a Queen Elizabeth II Graduate Scholarship in Science and Technology, and most recently, a doctoral NSERC postgraduate scholarship.

I feel that my greatest accomplishments to date is my strong publication record at such an early point in my career.

I hope that as I move forward in my career, I continue to ask myself “why” to firsthand experiences, allowing this curiosity to continue to drive my passion for research, and foster my development into a professor position.
Faculty Awards

2017 3M National Teaching Fellowship
Tim O’Connell, Professor
Recreation and Leisure Studies

2017 Best Paper Prize
*Physical Education and Sport Pedagogy*
Timothy Fletcher, Associate Professor
Kinesiology

2017 Faculty of Applied Health Sciences Award for Excellence in Research
Anthony Bogaert, Professor
Health Sciences

2017 Faculty of Applied Health Sciences Award for Excellence in Teaching
Kirsty Spence, Associate Professor
Sport Management

2017 Brock University Award for Distinguished Research and Creative Activity
Stephen Cheung, Professor
Kinesiology
Canada Research Chair in Environmental Ergonomics
2017 Marilyn Rose Graduate Leadership Award
Nota Klentrou, Associate Dean
Research & Graduate Studies
Professor, Kinesiology

New Investigator Review Award
*American Journal of Physiology*
Rebecca MacPherson
Assistant Professor, Health Sciences
Graduate Student Awards
2017-2018

Canadian Institutes of Health Research Award (CIHR)
  Garrick Forman

Centre for Pedagogical Innovation (CPI)
Teaching Assistant (TA) Award
  Harish Aggarwal

Distinguished Graduate Student Awards
Fall 2017 Convocation
  Victoria Bendus
  Katie Faust
  Colton Watson
  Tammy Whitaker-Campbell

Distinguished Graduate Student Awards
Spring 2017 Convocation
  Amanda Clark
  Lindsay Elizabeth Cline
  Caitlin Alicia Saint

Governor General’s Gold Medal
  Lindsay Elizabeth Cline

Jack M. Miller Excellence in Research Award
Master’s
  Angel Phanthanourak

Doctoral
  Kaytlin Alysse Bailey
Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada Awards (NSERC) Doctoral
   Nigel Kurgan
   Matthew Michael Mallette
   Phillip Wallace

Ontario Graduate Scholarships (OGS)
   Kirsten Bott
   Oran Ferguson
   Bianca Fucile
   Aindriu Maguire
   Lisa Petty
   Hilary Pollock
   Stephanie Reischl

Queen Elizabeth II Graduate Scholarship in Science and Technology (QEII-GSST)
   Zachary Lawrence Root

Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada Awards (SSHRC)
Master’s
   Stephanie Beni
   James Alan Foley

Doctoral
   Matthew Allister John Marini

Spirit of Brock Award
   Joshua Bowslaugh
   Dinara Salaeva
   Aidan Smyth
2016-2017

Canadian Institutes of Health Research Awards (CIHR)
  Jonathan Paul Vaantaja
  Brent Charles Wakefield

Distinguished Graduate Student Awards
Fall 2016 Convocation
  Izabella Ludwa
  Scott Kenneth Robertson
  Dinara Salaeva

Distinguished Graduate Student Awards
Spring 2016 Convocation
  Irene Podolak
  Michelle Zahradnik

Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada Awards (NSERC)
Master’s
  Angel Phanthanourak

Ontario Graduate Scholarships (OGS)
  Kirsten Bott
  Mackenzie Roy Hunter
  Nigel Kurgan
  Matthew Allister John Marini
  Caitlin Michelle Price
  Liisa Irene Wainman
  Colton Watson
  Colin Wierts
  Jenalyn Leonora Yumol
Ontario Trillium Scholarship
   Rozalia Kouvelioti
   Esther Santos

Queen Elizabeth II Graduate Scholarship in Science and Technology (QEII-GSST)
   Matthew Michael Mallette

Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada Awards (SSHRC)
   Master’s
      Katie Faust
      Carson Edward Scott Morse
Undergraduate Student Awards

Brock University Accessibility and Inclusion Award 2017
   Jessica Lewis

Canadian Queen Elizabeth II Diamond Jubilee Scholarship (QE Scholars)
   Luke Giffen
   Matthew Hagopian
   Megan Harper
   Robert Hinschberger
   Adrian Krupa
   Elizabeth Kujbida
   Alexander Longwell
   Dante Losardo
   Chris Mazza
   Geordie Moss
   Matthew Spina
   Emily Stratford
   Ryan Sutton
   Trevor Teeuwsen

Canadian Society for Exercise Physiology Undergraduate Student Award
   Desmond Stewart

Dean's Medal
   Stephanie Beni
   Bradley David McGarr
Governor General's Silver Medal
   Stephanie Beni
   Jessica She-Ting Wong

President’s Surgite Award
   Megan Elizabeth Brown
   Rachel Easterbrook
   James John Hall
   Shabana Jamani
   Kylee Ledwez
   Caitlin Muhl

Spirit of Brock Award
   Hawa Conde
Dean’s Honours List - Year One

Alissa Jane Aarts
Jacquelyn Princess Achioso
Chelsea Muruayo Ahmed
Narmeen Naeem Akhtar
Domenic Faustino Alaimo
Jessica Lynn Marie Albright
Dalia Alghamdi
David Tyler Appleby
Michael Aria Assadi
Danielle Blake Atkinson
Karanpreet Kaur Azra
Ahmed Bagit
Brevna Balachandran
Kristen Anne Balanowski
Miranda Elizabeth Ball
Sumun Basson
Zachary Vernon Bellows
Shelby Lianne Berard
Annie George Berg
Mary Emma Rose Bignell
Sabrina Mattingly Buchanan
Kathryn Chermaine Carandang
William Blake Chapman
Emily Elizabeth Chatman
Hussain Nazir Chattha
Ethan James Churchill
Kaitlyn Colonna
Allison Columbus
Josiah Coolen
Daniel John Cousins
Kyle William Craig
Joseph Ermundo Cubelic
Haleigh Reece Cumiskey
Keegan Tayler Dalal
Samantha Bernardette D’andrea
Hannah Davenhill
Sophia Angela Nancy De Luca
Lindiee Ann Declercq
Arielle Dehaan
Laura Louise Didomenico
Carlee Lauren Diercks
Mackenzie Rose Disalvo
Elizabeth Dawn Dobell
Landri Drury
Rebecca Durst-Ferreira
Stefanie Dvizac
Emily Alice Earle
Sarah Frances Ecker
Selina Nicole Fidanza
Lucas Filice
Jamieson Filipowich
Michael Stephen Finch
Jenna Folk
Celine Julia Funk
Ginett Assuntina Galati
Gurleen Kaur Gill
Samantha Claire Goodrow
Samantha Quinn Graci
Jenna Christine Greco
Quinn-Tinh Noone Ha
Mikayla Jade Hackbart
Nyla Hanif
Nickolas Preston Harrington
Sierra Harriott-Berg
Madison Margaret Hayton
Alicia Danielle Hetherington
Meghan Hickey
Emma Nicole Hill
Benjamin Christopher Hoggan
Michael Brian Hunter
Ashley Jessica Huxter
Shaila Shazya Jamani
Phoebe Margaret Jones
Jane Frances Keating
Alyssa Samantha Khan
Gurneet Kuner
Leanne Marlene Langendoen
Jacob Fernando Leblanc
Klaudi Lekaj
Mikkayla Brooklyn Abby Longland
Laura Grace Lozinski
Alexandra Maureen Lucente
Abby Macnaught
Arianna Jessica Maniatis
Lyanne Audrey Yolande Martin
Lidia Alberto Mateus
Alesia Anne McBride
Ryan William Modafferi
Julia Moretto
Justin Kyle Morgan
Michaela Veronica Morrison
Elayna Viola Kimberly Mottley
Grace Marie Nelson
Lindsay Ann Nichols
Oluwadasola Olayemi Olufosoye
Sonia Anna Opala
Alexander Pace
Jessica Amber Summerton
Melissa Tabet
Jane Theriault Norman
Sarah Trudel
Alexander Henry Vanderlaan
Matthew Alexander Vanleeuwen
Vithuna Vigneswaran
Alessandro Villa
Cullan James Voelkner
Hannah Sarah Wade
Yousuf Zeyad Waleed
Autumn Wild
Alexandra Louise Williams
Breyer Lynne Woodland
Lindsay Rose Zerebny
Raadhiyah Nusha Zowmi
Dean’s Honours List - Year Two

Joshua Tyler Adam
Serena Susan Adamyk
Anthony Ernest Alberton
Shayna Courtney Allan
Jeffrey Braeden Allison
Valentina Alonso Parra
Elizabeth Velizar Amoff
Taigan Raine Ardem-Fauteux
Sean Armstrong
Reese Elizabeth Belle Arsenault
Storm Patrick Astolfi
Grant William Bakewell
David Christopher Baron
Monica Caroline Binotto
Matthew Taras Boyer
Ashlee Lynne Brown
Nutan Sunita Budnarain
Mackenzie Mark Burbidge
Brendan Burke
Christopher David Robert Caldwell
David Campbell
Makayla Olivia Campbell
Adam David Hamilton Carter
Emma Chamberland
Christina Chin
Riley Elizabeth Grace Cleverdon
Ryan Coles
Lauren Collins
Matthew John Conte
Melissa Christine Court
Erica Louise Croft
Robert William Edward Crozier
Amy Cruickshank
Amber Rose Curry
Monica Lynn D'arcy
Raiven Skye De Souza
Joelle Rosaria Deschatelets
Cristian Difonzo
Nedeljko Djogo
Victoria Doan
Kaelen Mark Doughty
Nicholas Dozzi
Connor Droog
Amileigh Du Toit
Philip Dubois Chicoine
Kylie Dyer
Elizabeth Margaret Enns
Justin Edward Felker
Nicholas Fisher
Shaelyn Elsie Fitzpatrick
Jonathan Mark Forsyth
Alvin Kyle Fortaleza
Jake Jefferson Franchi
Anton Fridman
Lucas Friedrich
Shealynn Elizabeth Fyfe
Madison Katherine Gagnon
Jacob Galvao
Sarah Caroline Galway
Daniel Anthony Gambin
Jacqueline Rose Gloria Gates
Ravneet Gill
Simrat Kaur Gill
Leonardo Giron
Tanner Alexander Mills
Katarina Mogus
Brittany Alexandria Moore
Matthew Morgado
Avery Raine Moroney
Paul Richard Morra
Holly Jean Morris
Shaylea Concetta Moschella
Khang Trong Nguyen
Sally Tuyet Nhi Nguyen
Gillian Rose Olsthoorn
Jennifer Mary O'neill
Cameron William Ormrod
Conner Overstrom
Alexandria Armstrong Parcher
Melanie Kiersti Elva Pearce
Ciara Lane Pember
Ana Peso
Michaela Anne Point
Rachel Victoria Postma
Heather Pudwell
Megan Olivia Rand
Sasha-Kay Judith Reid
Graeme Robertson
Meghan Robinson
Darren Dean Ross
Jamie Anne Rowntree
Rachelle Danielle Roy
Jhomar Antone Royal
Alexandra Nicole Sagat
Khushnumabanu Saiyed
Curtis Joshua Savage
Erica Scarff
Felicia Carmela Scaringi
Erin Elizabeth Scattolon
Katarina Elizabeth Schertzer
Connor John Robert Sclater
Jake Stephen Scott
Antaya Delaney Shepherd
Vanessa Sjaarda
Leah Martina Spiering
David John Steele Stark
Elizabeth Swenor
Darby Lynn Elizabeth Taylor
Kayla Marie Teeter
Deborah Termini
Courtney Nhu Thanh Thai
Jasmine Jacqueline Arline Thom
Samantha Jo Thompson
Rosalynn Mary Thornton
Julia Mary-Margaret Toner
Justus Michel Tremblay
Nikolaos Junior Tsangaris
Zachary Clyde Vardy
Andrew Robert Veley
Joshua Verissimo
Noah Spencer Waisglass
Joseph Mathew Wallace
Terri Weeks
Andrea Weesjes
Melissa Yeo
Dakota Joseph Zelichowski
Riley Alius Zubrickas
Dean’s Honours List - Year Three

Zayd Fathi Aboaen
Joselyn Nicole Adato
Eman Adem
Salman Ahmed
Matthew Samuel Alexander
Aiman Ali
Joanna Katarzyna Ambros
Jackson Donald Amos
Sarah Janine Anthony
Daniel Anzovino
Emily Elizabeth Atkinson
Jeremy Alexander Aubin
Gabriella Marie Banfield
Kyle Jeffrey Barker
Nicholas Joshua Dean Barre
Derek James Bartlett
Jake Galbraith Becker
Sara Elizabeth Beveridge
Stephanie Blais
Anna Boric
Melanie Ann Botbyl
Ryan Thomas Bowden
Eric Cameron Bradey
Katelyn Sarah Brooks
Emily Alexandra Brown
Kevin Benjamin Browne-Gretzinger
Michael Bruzzese
Raena Rebecca Buluran
Shannon Marie Bush
Khurram Ayubi Butt
Brittany Nicole Callahan
Yasmeen Elhalaby
Sydney Falconer
Liam Ronald John Findlay
Julie Kathryn Finnigan
Olivia Marie Fischer
Christopher Edward Thomas Fitchett
Natalia Fortis
Kirsten Lynn Frank
Alyssa Frankland
Gwendolyn French
Sarah Furnas
Dana Maria Libera Galati
Melanie Rose Gallant
Sarah Caroline Galway
Danielle Ganassini
Emily Dela Gash
Michael Robert Giancaterino
Kristin Glazier
Kirstin Godin
Dione Alaine Gordon
Samantha Alexandra Gray
Sarah Ashlee Lyne Greer
Scott Douglas Daniel Grieve
Emily Elena Guarasci
Peenaz Gulacha
Kari Patricia Haak
Sophia Haber
James John Hall
Jessica Elizabeth Hammond
Paige Katherine Anne Harrington
Lydia Grace Hauer
Nicholas Hayman
Dennis Wryan Helmeczi
Katrina Marie Henneke
Katelyn Heyens
Kristine Holmes
Jillian Hughes Hughes
Ashley Ann Hunter
Shanna Dawn Hunter
Nathaniel Jason Iannarelli
Daniella Innocente
Sergii Ivanchenko
Stephanie Caitlin Jackson
Shabana Jamani
Veronica Jandricic
Mitchell Edward Johnson
Edric Joseph
Kyle Christopher Julie
Emily Ray Kaczmarski
Nadia Kadhum
Sandra Kaldas
Mark Baher Khoury
Emily Koch
Joanne Margaret Kormendi
Meaghan Ayaka Kovacs
Carmen Alexandra Krahn Roldan
Rachel Alexandra Krause
Maria Kurian
Rebecca Therese La Fratta
Matthew John Lafratta
Stephen Edward Lewis Laidlaw
Larry Tsaanlin Lam
Jordan Adrien Langille
Kendra Larock
Erin Victoria Laughlin
Taggart Frankland Lech
Jadedawn L'ecuyer-Prytula
Erin Margaret Leneeuw
Maram Livermore
Stephanie Elizabeth Bradburn Loukes
Nicole Ann Luciano
Tyler Lunde
Amanda Macdonald
Nolan Gould Mackenzie
Hassan Mehmood Malik
Fariha Malik
Joy Michaela Marcoccia
Nicole Mills Marshall
Mitchell Ted Mason
Paul Matiychuk
Tyler Matthews
Emma May Mccann
Matthew William Mcgarr
Bradley David Mcgarr
Taylor Ann Elizabeth Mcgouran
Kalyna Anastazia Mcintosh
Alexander James Mckay
Steven Daniel Mejia
Myan Lorrine Miller
Jordan Mark Mills
Leah Angela Mills
Allison Haley Milner
Abiye Mussie
Taylor Catharine Antoi Nesbitt
Sarah-Joy Elizabeth Maria Neufeld
Anthony Minh Nguyen
Peter Nguyen
Tonyclinton Chisom Nweke
Dmytro Nyforovskyy
Olariiike Monioluwa Olasina
Nicolas Orrego Puentes
Sydney Genevieve Payne
Kendra Faye Pearce
Justin Philip Pereira
Lauren Anne Piedl
Brandon Michael Pilon
Nicolas Pirraglia
Tori Irene Elizabeth Plyley
Chanel Coralia Pustea
Dann Vincent Ramos
Veronica Raposo
Joshua Todd Reycraft
Karen Rhodes
Brittany Pauline Riddle
Meghan Robinson
Amy Barbara Romano
Avery Lynn Rossi
Carissa Robin Roy
Matthew Sakala
Reem Sakran
Christine Saleeb
Andrea Aduke Sargeant
Curtis Joshua Savage
Ryan Johnson Scarfone
Troy Garreth Schlieman
Celina Maria Schrapp
Sarah-Jean Bianca Seguin
Samantha Tara Sewell
Jamie Lee Shaw
Daniel Michael Sholok
Robyn Sigsworth
Cassondra Mary-Jean Smith
Heidi Joy Young
Sydney Ann Zeoli
Dean’s Honours List - Year Four

Dewmini Abeynayake
Suzanne Adlan
Fahim Ahmed
Tibyan Ahmed
Hamid Mohamad Y Hamed Al-Ani
Ramesha Ali
Caitlyn Mairi Andrews
Kirina Angrish
Rebecca Aplin
Nafisa Alnoor Awadia
Johnathan Alan Baker
Summer Lynne Baker
Bradley Baranowski
Sutherland Gladys Barnett
Alyssa Bax
Matthew John Bazilli
Stephanie Beni
Nicole Benner
Nicholas Ryan Bergen
Michael Best
Kyle Joseph Bezaire
Kayla Bhegani
Jessica Alexandra Bickley
Ashley Margaret Bisson
Michael Joseph Boehm
Danielle Brooke Bogart
Jackson Allan Bonnici
Anna Boric
Christina Boullard
Steven Raymond Bowie
Tylar Robin Boyd
Jordan Boyes
Maria Faustina Braun
Danielle Broekema
Paige Leanne Brouwer
Megan Elizabeth Brown
Deanna Buchmayer
Raena Rebecca Buluran
Christina Corrie Burden
Joshua Burns
Carly Ann Calabrese
Elizabeth Fernandez Calado
Melissa Calleja
Lauren Elizabeth Calvert
Shannon Cameron
Anthony Daniel Cascioli
Ashley Cazes
Kirsten Morgan Cerminara
Jenna Chalklin-Watson
Katerina Bianca Cheliak
Yixian Chen
Mikaela Elizabeth Cheng
Isabella Churchill
Melissa Diane Churchill
Tayler Paige Cimek
Simon Judah Clarke
Sierra Clement
Maria Lisa Clemente
Jaylene Elizabeth Coates
Staci Leah Coffin
Jeremia Coish
Hawa Marguerite Conde
Caleb Coolen
Carly Vivian Cooper
Alyssa Gwendolyn Corcoran
Jocelyn Corradetti
Brian Anthony Cowan
Cassandra Croppo
Daniel Cuda
Helio Da Silva
Sharmaine Anne Yap Dakay
Celine Milica Damphouse
Mark Davidson
Tracey Robin Davison
Ashley Mae Dejonge
Melissa Allison Dellasmirra
Ashley Dercach
Dominique Descoeurs
Derek Andrew Devries
Tavleen Dhinsa
Paris Jennifer Dickinson
Jenna Lee Dierick
Samnang Dith
Kailyn Dodds
Aaron Donst
Ashley Dawn Dougan
Kendra Duck
Christopher Ryan Duffey
Tyler Dunham
Colin Dunne
Mikaela Dunn-Robinson
Rachel Anita Calbert Easterbrook
Jessica Eberts
John Elgersma
Zachary Donald Engel
John Ewing
Adam Eric Felton
John Matthew Hagopian
Fares Haik
Brittny Pilar Hamilton
Olivia Sarah Hamilton
Gregory Brian Hammell
Jonathan Steven Hanley
Stephanie Megan Harper
Kayla Harrop
Christopher Alexander Hawke
Mary Catherine Hayden-Anderson
Grant Hayward
Jessica Heyda
Natalie Jade Hicks
Emily June Hill
Robert J C Hinschberger
Kiersten House
Tony Huang
Cameron Hughes
Bryan William Humphries
Alina Jaglanian
Cassandra Simone James
Alex Janus
Camille Jodoin
Alysha Johnson
Ashan Shivanka Kasthuriratne
Sarah Christine Kehoe
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Knebel
Alyson Christina Knott
Amy Elizabeth Koch
Natalie Patricia Margaret Kramer
Robert Kumar
Darren Kurey
Kevin Labou
Thomas Lalonde
Steven Lam
Gregory Raymond Ronald Lamb
Dylan Lamers
Pierre-William Lamontagne
Paula Mary Teresa Lancaster
Felicia Lau
Breanne Lecomte
Kylee Ledwez
Manuela Da Silva Leitao
Kathryn Rebekah Elsbeth Lenz
Cameron Leveille
Connor Geoffrey Ling-Dolan
Dante Losardo
Danielle Elizabeth Luciani
Vasili Lykouras
Eric James Lywood
Amanda Macdonald
Kaitlin Macdonald
Kelsey Irene Macgregor
Blair Mackenzie
Nolan Gould Mackenzie
Amy Nicole Maclean
Nicole Emily Macmillan
Katie Marie Macneill
Janelle Elizabeth Macpherson
Aindriu Maguire
Yasmine Tiro Mahmoud
Megan Linda Mahoney
Katrina Majetic
Andrew Jeffrey Lawrence Mallory
Stephen Michael Mateyk
Sarah Elizabeth Matthews
Colleen Matthews
Erika Ashley Mauro
Christopher Marcus Mazza
Ellen Margaret Anne Mcarthur
Alana Maria Mcdaid
David Mcdonald
Jessica Marie Mcintosh
Lauren Greer Mcintyre
Melissa Anne Mckay
Amanda Mckinnon
Dylan Dwight Mcleod
Makenzi Rae Ann Mcleod
Ricky Eddy Mcnally
Lucas Medeiros
Alexandra Mieszawska
John Mikhaeil
Bianca Milosavljevic
Meagan Sabina Ann Miotto
Julia Marie Monaco
Jonah Charles Mondloch
Taryn Leigh Montague
Darrin Morgan
Alexandre Edouard Morin
Rachel Anna Morkunas
Samantha Lynn Morris
Geordie Ian Moss
Caitlin Muhl
Blake Roy Muracco
Charity Mwaba
Henry Nguyen
Kasey Carolyn Nicholls
Julia Nicholson
Carson Nicol
Nicole Marie Nicolson
Robyn Anne Nikisher
Brock Adam Novak
Kelly Oattes
Shana Marie O'grady
Jillian Lauren Olson
Bronwyn Jean O'neill
Stephanie Opacic
Kristen Marie Otterbein
Abigail Palmer
Miranda Elizabeth Panas
Steven David Sandor Paonne
Amanda Rae Pearson
Emaleigh Sarah Peart
Taylor Laura Ellen Peart
Jessica Nicole Penman
Connor Pepper
Ashley Chantal Pereira
Justin Philip Pereira
Laura Jean Pinder
Megan Antonietta Piovesan
Alexa Jade Plato
Erika Christine Pugsley
Allison Elizabeth Pumputis
Jillian Purdy
Shahmina Rahat
Adam James Reid
Sarah Jessica Reid
Emma Rhodes
Alexander Ries
Ellen Erica Roantree
Katelyn Victoria Robinson
Mark Samuel Robinson
Hannah Rose
Sasha Rothwell
Ashley Cheryl Russell
Mackenzie Chase Sabourin
Shabneez Sultan Sadruddin
Chelsea Chiara Antonia Joanne Saieva
Brendan Douglas Sanders
Nicole Ashleigh Saulnier
Marian Anita Sawada
Michelle Brittany Louise Schevers
Cara Schroedter
Rachel Alexandra Sedore
Cassandra Sheppard
Dylan Matthew Joseph Sheremeta
Graham Patrick Silcox
Matthew Lawrence Robert Sills
Genevieve Simpson
Nicole Lynn Smiljanic
Kelsey Opal Smith
Shelby Smith
Ashley Soucie-Vukmanich
Lauren Mackenzie Sowrey
Tim Spisar
Ian Stuart Sproule
Meagan Danyelle St.Amour
Courtney Alexandra Stasiuk
Christina Nicole Stewart
Desmond Stewart
Robert Patrick Sweeney
Madyson Evans Sylvester
Maria Sol Tamayo
Kirkland Montgomery Taylor
Kalib Tilley
Alexa Tipper
Sara Lucy Toner
Victoria Mackenzie Kleinveld Torr
Nicholas Tropper
Elena Xiuting Tsang Xu
Megan Kathryn Tulner
Kelli Turner
Lauren E Vallyear
Laura Nicole Van Daele
Nicole Leanne Van Mil
Jenna Elizabeth Vandeneynde
Kelly Ann Vandergoot
Vannessa Viktoria Varga
Jessica Villella
Kennedy Paiton Villers
Thomas James Waldeck
Leslie Webber
Brendan James Weiler
Rachel Melissa Werkman
Jessica Lynn Westerhoek
Lauren Michelle Westra
Emily Lynn Wielenga
Miranda Jillayne Wiens
Amanda Joy Wiepjes
Jessica She-Ting Wong
Brett Michael Worrad
Wu Yan
Tianchan Zheng
Faculty of Applied Health Sciences

The health of people, families, organizations, and communities is a shared and fundamental responsibility. We are dedicated to understanding health broadly to help gain, maintain, and restore it.

Through progressive teaching and research, our students and faculty examine topics that range from developing forward-thinking health policies benefiting specific groups, to revolutionary health care delivery that treats the individual.

We are proud of our large and accomplished students, faculty and alumni, whose careers and achievements help make the world a healthier place.